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The people's health is a nation's greatest asset, but there is still a gap of 25 years in life expectancy between the richest and poorest areas of England, leading to 
shameful health inequalities.  Labour strongly endorses the WHO definition of health "as a state of complete physical, mental and social well being and not 
merely the absence of disease".  For all its strengths the NHS was not designed to fully achieve this because 60% of a person's health is determined by factors 
beyond the influence of the NHS.  Future policy on health requires coordinated action across all areas of government policy and against the worst excesses of the 
tobacco, food and drinks industries.  Labour will bring in the necessary legislation to reflect these requirements.  This will underpin our strategy for health and care 
services in future.
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Insertion to be placed at the beginning of the document.Notes

Organisation Henley CLP

Before heading Introduction
&nbsp;
First Amendment
Health &amp; Social Care

"Labour's Vision
&nbsp;
Labour's vision for our NHS is to bring together physical health, mental health and social care into
a single service.
&nbsp;
Labour's Actions
&nbsp;
Labour will protect the NHS by repealing the Healthand Social Care Act 2012 and will stop further
wasteful privatisation in the NHS.   We will also review the PFI  financing deals made to build the new  NHS facilities;  this actions  should reduce the current and 
future huge debts which are affecting the    quality of NHS services."
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Organisation Central Devon CLP

The present Government has underfunded Hospitals, GP services and social care services alike.&nbsp; Labour therefore recognises that, if a decent overall 
service is to be provided, a Labour Government will need to significantly increase real-terms funding for front line services in each of these vital areas and Labour 
reaffirms its commitment to work with health unions and other NHS supporters to prevent privatisation.
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Agreed at All Meombers' Meeting 29th MayNotes

Organisation Isle of Wight CLP
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Labour is committed to ending the principle of ‘any qualified provider’ which has allowed profit-making companies to take over NHS services to the detriment of 
the principles of the NHS constitution. As these private contracts come to an end they should be taken back within the NHS subject to guarantees of continuity of 
the same or better standards. 
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OfflineNotes

Organisation Hackney North and Stoke Newington CL

Delete "a health and care system shaped around people, not bureaucratic structures or market dogma."

Replace with the following:
"It is a true One Nation vision: a health and care system that is publicly run, publicly accountable and funded by taxation (NI hypothecated)and which 
is&nbsp;shaped around people, not bureaucratic structures or market dogma.&nbsp; We will seek to&nbsp;raise the percentage of GDP spent on health and care 
to the&nbsp;level in Western Europe."
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Agreed at all member Policy Day on 7/6/14.Notes

Organisation Hornsey and Wood Green CLP

GPs should no longer be distracted by the running of Clinical Commissioning Groups and serving patients coupled to improved patient access and outputs should 
be target driven. CCG?s and GP practices will receive sanctions for high levels of non-GP registered people in the community and higher sanctions if non-
registered people fall within vulnerable groups where deprivation levels are within the top centiles. A moratorium on Walk in Centre closures will become 
immediately affective and a comprehensive review of Walk in Centres will follow; simply to state that Walk in Centres that are not GP led was a rationale for 
closure will not be considered acceptable.
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Organisation Sunderland Central CLP

even in an era when money is tight.

because even though money is tight we still spend a smaller percentage of GDP on our health than most other countries in the developed world.
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One Nation Labour is determined to protect and strengthen the NHS, even in an era when money is tight. That means an NHS based on collaboration and 
integration, not competition and fragmentation. And it means a health care system built around patients , n

One Nation Labour is determined to protect and strengthen the NHS, even in an era when money is tight. That means an NHS based on collaboration and 
integration, not competition and fragmentation. And it means a health care system built around patients , not bureaucratic silos . The next Labour Government will 
remain true to our values and vision for the NHS: a comprehensive universal health service, free at the point of need, and ï¬ t for the 21st Century.
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This is not an emendement as such but changing the order - add this text to line 1 and remove from line 34.
This amendemnt came from an all-members meeting. Lead by Ann Black and attended by a neighbouring CLP and an MEP candidate for the North West.
Su

Notes

Organisation Westmorland and Lonsdale CLP

The next Labour Government will remain true to our values and vision for the NHS.&nbsp;

We will base our policy on the NHS founding principles, that is, &nbsp;be based on clinical need not ability to pay.&nbsp; To quote Aneurin Bevan "illness is 
neither an indulgence for which people have to pay nor an offence for which they should be penalised, but a misfortune, the cost of which should be shared by the 
community."
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Organisation Chesterfield CLP

We should consider raising the ceiling of National Insurance contribution to help fund the closer integration of health and social care.
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The next Labour Government will remain true to our values and vision for the NHS: a comprehensive, universal health service free at the point of need, and fit for 
the 21st Century.

The next Labour Government will remain true to our values and vision for the NHS: a comprehensive, adequately funded, universal health service free at the point 
of need and fit for the 21st Century. This will include a renewed commitment to funding the NHS to at least the EU average level. In the short run there is an 
urgent need to fix the shortfall in funding in Urgent Care but the long run strategy will be to generate sustainable solutions to health inequalities by prioritising 
preventative medicine, high quality primary care (including dentistry and optometry) and moving towards integrated health and social care.
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Organisation Hackney North and Stoke Newington CL
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The next LabourGovernment will remain true to our values and vision for the NHS: acomprehensive, universal health service free at the point of need, and fit 
forthe 21st Century.

The next LabourGovernment will remain true to our values and vision for the NHS: acomprehensive, adequately funded, universal health service free at the point 
of need and fit for the 21st Century. This will include a renewed commitmentto funding the NHS to at least the EU average level. In the short run there isan urgent 
need to fix the shortfall in funding in Urgent Care but the long runstrategy will be to generate sustainable solutions to health inequalities byprioritising preventative 
medicine, high quality primary care (includingdentistry and optometry) and moving towards integrated health and social care.
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and

publicly provided, and adequately funded through progressive taxation, as the proven most efficient and fairest means of funding health services
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Page 3, Line 37:
After 'free at the point of need and fit for the 21st century', delete 'and', and insert - 'publicly provided, and adequately funded through progressive taxation, as the 
proven most efficient and fairest means of funding health services'

Notes

Organisation Kingston Upon Hull North CLP

Labour believes in an NHS which is publicly-owned, publicly-financed and publicly-accountable.  Labour therefore opposes the threats posed by the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) to the ability of a British government to maintain these precious principles for the future.
Labour will commit to remove the "any qualified provider" provisions that the Coalition has introduced to privatise the NHS.
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Organisation Uxbridge and South Ruislip CLP

 &bull;Labour accepts that it will increase the funding of the NHS to a level that is appropriate to a developed economy.
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Organisation North Somerset CLP

Labour will introduce a ring-fenced tax to pay for the NHS
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The Government's top-down reorganisation is damaging the NHS, and the experience of its patients, by putting market competition ahead of patient care. The 
next Labour Government will deliver on our mission to protect the NHS by repealing the Health and So

The next Labour Government will reform the NHS by devolving responsibility to ensure stronger regional management and accountability.
Labour will avoid further disruptive re-organisation and strengthen democratic local and regional accountability through greater powers for Local Authorities.
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Organisation Darlington CLP

The Labour Government will legislate to ensure that the NHS should always be the provider of Health services and profit is never the key factor in the provision of 
care services.
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Organisation Hartlepool CLP

This CLP strongly supports the commitment to repeal the Health and Social Care Act and to restore an explicit duty for the Secretary of State to promote a 
comprehensive health service.&nbsp;&nbsp; We believe that this commitment is necessary to make progress with Labour's aspirations for the NHS and to secure 
the confidence of patients and NHS staff.&nbsp;&nbsp; Therefore this must be included in Labour's manifestofor the 2015 General Election.&nbsp;
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Organisation Richmond Park CLP

The next Labour government will deliver on our mission to protect the NHS by&nbsp;making it one of our first priorities to repeal the Health and Social Care Act 
2012 (England), putting the right values back at the heart of the NHS.
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Organisation Kingswood CLP

in accordance with the original core founding principles established by Aneurin Bevan, that illness is neither an indulgence, for which people have to pay, nor an 
offence for which they should be penalised, but a misfortune, the cost of which should be shared by the community, and in accordance with the public's wish for 
the NHS to be a national health service accountable to the Health Secretary, operating within a national framework for services,  delivered locally,  ensuring 
equality of access to mental health and physical health services, and  playing its part in promoting health and addressing health inequalities.
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The next Labour government will deliver on our mission to protect the NHS by repealing the Health and Social Care Act 2012 (England), putting the right values 
back at the heart of the NHS.

The next Labour government will deliver on our mission to protect the NHS by repealing the Health and Social Care Act 2012 (England) (with the exception of 
leaving the function of public health with local authorities), putting the right values back at the heart of the NHS.
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Remove , after (England)

Add after (England)
&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;"and the National Health Service and Community Care Act of 1990
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Amended at a special G.C. meeting on June 5th 2014 after reciving submissions from all the C.L.P. branches (4)

Notes

Organisation Chichester CLP

We will require the exemption of the NHS from European competition laws re TTIP and make the NHS the perferred provider, rejecting market 
competition.&nbsp; Where in exceptional circumstances other providers are contracted, we will ensure that they are open, transparent and accountable to the 
Health Secretary who has a Duty of Care and responsibility for all NHS patients.&nbsp; Existing or new bodies/organisations that it is&nbsp;necessary to retain in 
order to&nbsp;avoid&nbsp;re-organisation&nbsp;costs will report to the Health Secretary.&nbsp; We re-state the right of NHS workers to be a member of a trade 
union.&nbsp; We will ensure that TUPE rights are endorsed and cannot be amended, and that&nbsp;exploitative zero hours contracts are made illegal in the NHS.
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Organisation Chesterfield CLP

In addition they will replace all elements of privatisation that pre date this act such as the internal market. All future plans for the NHS should exclude any 
privatisation of services and existing private providers should have their services reviewed.
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Add at end of paragraphNotes

Organisation Nottingham South CLP

The present Government has underfunded Hospitals, G.P. services and social care services alike. Labour therefore recognises that, if a decent overall service is 
to be provided, a Labour Government will need to significantly increase real-terms funding in each of these three vital areas.
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putting the right values back at the heart of the NHS.

putting the right values back at the heart of the NHS, with the NHS being restored to being the 'preferred provider' of services. Clinical need and quality of service 
should once again be the drivers of NHS care not a determination to extract private profit from the NHS budget as has happened with the Conservative Health 
and Social Care Act.
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Organisation Brighton, Pavilion CLP

Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to guarantee a national service which is free at the point of need, removes enforced 
competition, ensures private patients aren't put before NHS patients, and tackles the conï¬‚icts of i

&nbsp;The present Government has underfunded Hospitals, GP services and social care services alike. Labour therefore recognises that, if a decent overall 
service is to be provided, a Labour Government will significantly increase real-terms funding in each of these three vital areas.
Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to guarantee a national service which is free at the point of need, removes enforced 
competition, ensures private patients aren't put before NHS patients, and tackles the conï¬‚icts of interest the Act created. Labour reaffirms its commitment to 
work with health unions and other NHS supporters to campaign against privatisation and to end marketisation of the NHS.
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As agreed by the INCLP General Committee on 11/6/2014Notes

Organisation Islington North CLP

Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to guarantee a national service which is free at the point of need, removes enforced 
competition, ensures private patients aren't put before NHS patients, and tackles the conï¬‚icts of i

Labour will restore the duty of the Secretary of State to deliver a comprehensive, universal NHS overwhelmingly publicly provided and entirely publicly managed 
and will give the Secretary of State the power to give directions to any part of the NHS.Labour will deliver an NHS that values and promotes collaboration and 
cooperation. Labour will remove any legal or other barriers which prevent or deter cooperation including any which seek to require NHS services to be 
competitively tendered.   Labour will replace the system of procurement through commissioning with a system where publicly funded care services are planned 
and decisions about services and funding are made through open and transparent democratically accountable processes drawing on experiences in Scotland 
(and Wales, where health outcomes on a par with England are delivered for about 10% less cash than comparable English regions).
The NHS will no longer operate as a market or pretend that Foundation Trusts are free-standing competitive corporations.  The private sector will only be allowed 
to offer patient services as an alternative to the NHS by exception, where it evidences enhanced care and innovation.
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Delete second paragraph

“Labour will restore the duty of the Secretary of State to deliver a comprehensive, universal NHS overwhelmingly publicly provided and entirely publicly managed 
and will give the Secretary of State the power to give directions to any part of the NHS. Labour will deliver an NHS that values and promotes collaboration and 
cooperation. Labour will remove any legal or other barriers which prevent or deter cooperation including any which seek to require NHS services to be 
competitively tendered. Labour will replace the system of procurement through commissioning with a system where publicly funded care services are planned and 
decisions about services and funding are made through open and transparent democratically accountable processes drawing on experiences in Scotland (and 
Wales, where health outcomes on a par with England are delivered for about 10% less cash than comparable English regions). The NHS will no longer operate 
as a market or pretend that Foundation Trusts are free-standing competitive corporations.  The private sector will only be allowed to offer patient services if the 
NHS cannot improve or they can show genuine innovation. ”
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Organisation Sutton and Cheam CLP

Page 4 line 7 Delete second paragraph and replace with:-
&nbsp;

"Labour will restore the duty of the Secretary of State to deliver a comprehensive, universal NHS overwhelmingly publicly provided and entirely publicly managed 
and will give the Secretary of State the power to give directions to any part of the NHS.Labour will deliver an NHS that values and promotes collaboration and 
cooperation. Labour will remove any legal or other barriers which prevent or deter cooperation including any which seek to require NHS services to be 
competitively tendered. Labour will replace the system of procurement through commissioning with a system where publicly funded care services are planned and 
decisions about services and funding are made through open and transparent democratically accountable processes drawing on experiences in Scotland (and 
Wales, where health outcomes on a par with England are delivered for about 10% less cash than comparable English regions).
The NHS will no longer operate as a market or pretend that Foundation Trusts are free-standing competitive corporations. The private sector will only be allowed 
to offer patient services if the NHS cannot improve or they can show genuine innovation. "
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Organisation Mid Norfolk CLP

second paragraph

Labour will restore the duty of the Secretary of State to deliver a comprehensive, universal NHS overwhelmingly publicly provided and entirely publicly managed 
and will give the Secretary of State the power to give directionsto any part of the NHS. Labour will deliver an NHS that delivers and promotes colaboration and co-
operation. Labour will remove any legal or other barriers whch prevent or deter co-operation incuding any which seek NHS services to be competetively 
tendered.Labour will replace the system of procurement through commissioning with a system where publicly funded care services are planned and decisions 
about services and funding are made through open and transparent democratically accountable processes drawing on experiences in Scotland (and Wales where 
health outcomes on a par with England are delivered for about 10% less cah than comparable English regions).
The NHS will no longer operate as a market or pretend that Foundation Trusts are free-sanding competetive corporations. The private sector will only be allowed 
to offer patient services if the NHS cannot improve or they show genuine innovation. Furthermore, services will not be subject to TTIP.&nbsp;
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Replace the deleted paragraph with the insert above.
Agreed at CLP meeting, adapted from a model provided by the Socialist Health Assocation.

Notes

Organisation Witney CLP
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Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to guarantee a national service which is free at the point of need, removes enforced 
competition, ensures private patients aren’t put before NHS patients, and tackles the conflicts of in

Labour will restore the duty of the Secretary of State to deliver a comprehensive, universal NHS overwhelmingly publicly provided and entirely publicly managed 
and will give the Secretary of State the power to give directions to any part of the NHS. Labour will deliver an NHS that values and promotes collaboration and 
cooperation. Labour will remove any legal or other barriers which prevent or deter cooperation including any which seek to require NHS services to be 
competitively tendered. Labour will replace the system of procurement through commissioning with a system where publicly funded care services are planned and 
decisions about services and funding are made through open and transparent democratically accountable processes drawing on experiences in Scotland (and 

  Wales, where health outcomes on a par with England are delivered for about 10% less cash than comparable English regions).The NHS will no longer operate 
 as a market or pretend that Foundation Trusts are free-standing competitive corporations. The private sectorwill only be allowed to offer patient services if the 

NHS cannot improve or they can show genuine innovation. 
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Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to guarantee a national service which&nbsp;is free at the point of need, removes enforced 
competition, ensures private patients aren't put before NHS&nbsp;patients, and tackles the confl

Labour will halt NHS privatisation and reverse it where it has gone too far already. Labour will take all steps in its power to ensure England has a comprehensive 
NHS provided on the basis of social solidarity, not one run for private profit.
Labour will review and remove any legal or other barriers which may restrict our collective right to a publicly owned, publicly accountable, publicly provided 
comprehensive NHS, including direct barriers and those which expose the NHS to international competition and trade laws and treaties.
The 2012 Act abolished the Secretary of State's duty to provide and secure a comprehensive health service across England. This has enabled a shift towards a 
two-tier NHS, which looks much like a state-subsidised insurance-based model. Combined with funding cuts and wastefully expensive commercialisation, this is 
rapidly moving us to a system where only those living in richer areas, or who can pay extra, will get comprehensive care (such as face to face access to GPs and 
hospital beds) and where the rest of us will increasingly have to make do with only 'core' services (like A&amp;E).
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Notes

Organisation Kingston Upon Hull North CLP

In the paragraph beginning 'Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to...' remove the word 'guarantee' and the words 'removes 
enforced competition'.

In the paragraph commencing 'Repealing the Act' add the word 'provide' after the 'Secretary of State has a duty to ..'
After the words 'is free at the point of need' add the words 'removes the internal market and the purchaser / provider split.'
To read as follows:
Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to provide a national health service which is free at the point of need, removes the internal 
market and the purchaser / provider split, ensures private patients aren't put before NHS patients, and tackles the conflicts of interests the Act has created.
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After 'free at the point of need and  fit for the 21st century', delete 'and', and insert - 'publicly provided, and  adequately funded through progressive taxation, as 
the proven most efficient and  fairest means of funding health  services'.

Delete 'Repealing the Act will...'  to 'conflicts of interest the Act created' and  insert:
'Labour will halt NHS privatisation,  and reverse it where it has gone too far already. Labour will take all steps in  its power to ensure England has a 
comprehensive NHS  provided on the basis of social solidarity, not one run for private  profit.
Labour will review and remove any  legal or other barriers which may restrict our collective right to a publicly  owned, publicly accountable, publicly provided 
comprehensive NHS, including  direct barriers and those which expose the NHS to international competition and  trade laws and treaties.
The 2012 Act abolished the Secretary  of State's duty to provide and secure a comprehensive health service across  England. This has enabled a shift towards a 
two-tier  NHS, which looks much like a state-subsidised insurance-based model. Combined  with funding cuts and wastefully expensive commercialisation, this is 
rapidly  moving us to a system where only those living in richer areas, or who can pay  extra, will get comprehensive care (such as face to face access to GPs 
and  hospital beds) and where the rest of us will increasingly have to make do with  only 'core' services (like A&amp;E).'
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Organisation Stalybridge and Hyde CLP

'Repealing the Act will...' to 'conflicts of interest the Act created' and  insert:

'Labour will halt NHS privatisation,  and reverse it where it has gone too far already. Labour will take all steps in  its power to ensure England has a 
comprehensive NHS  provided on the basis of social solidarity, not one run for private  profit.
Labour will review and remove any  legal or other barriers which may restrict our collective right to a publicly  owned, publicly accountable, publicly provided 
comprehensive NHS, including  direct barriers and those which expose the NHS to international competition and  trade laws and treaties.
The 2012 Act abolished the Secretary  of State's duty to provide and secure a comprehensive health service across  England. This has enabled a shift towards a 
two-tier  NHS, which looks much like a state-subsidised insurance-based model. Combined  with funding cuts and wastefully expensive commercialisation, this is 
rapidly  moving us to a system where only those living in richer areas, or who can pay  extra, will get comprehensive care (such as face to face access to GPs 
and  hospital beds) and where the rest of us will increasingly have to make do with  only 'core' services (like A&amp;E).'
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Organisation Stalybridge and Hyde CLP

In the paragraph beginning 'Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to....' remove the word 'guarantee' and the words 'removes 
enforced competition.'

In the paragraph commencing 'Repealing the Act' add the word 'provide' after 'the Secretary of State has a duty to....'
Then after the words 'is free at the point of need' add the words 'removes the internal market and the purchaser/provider split.'
To read as follows: Repealing the Act will ensure that the Secretary of State has a duty to provide a national service which is free at the point of need, removes 
the internal market and the purchaser/provider split, ensures private patients aren't put before NHS patients, and tackles the conflicts of interest the Act has 
created.
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Agreed by the Executive.Notes

Organisation Maldon CLP
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Labour iscommitted to ending the principle of 'any qualified provider' which has allowedprofit-making companies to take over NHS services to the detriment of 
theprinciples of the NHS constitution. As these private contracts come to an endthey should be taken back within the NHS subject to guarantees of continuity 
ofthe same or better standards.
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Notes

Organisation Hackney North and Stoke Newington CL

Labour reaffirms its commitment to work with health unions and other NHS supporters to campaign against privatisation.
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Organisation Uxbridge and South Ruislip CLP

To reduce liabilities and prevent private companies cherry picking services or walking away from failed services, we will also undertake a phased withdrawal from 
PFI contracts.
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Organisation Chesterfield CLP

The NHS should remain a National Health Service paid for out of general taxation with local accountability.
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Organisation High Peak CLP

Labour will commit to no further privatisation and to roll back past aspects of privatisation including PFI commitments and PFI debts.
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To be inserted Immediately following " . . . interest the Act created."
Amendment agreed with widespread support at an all member and supporter meeting of about 70 people, and subsequently approved unanimously by GC.

Notes

Organisation Walthamstow CLP
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In the sentence beginning 'Repealing the Act will ensure....' remove the word 'guarantee'

In the sentence beginning 'Repealing the Act will ensure ....' add the word 'provide' after 'the Secretary of State has a duty to'
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The changes were discussed at a recent CLP meetingNotes

Organisation Maldon CLP

The Labour Government will call a halt to the creeping privatization of the National Health Service and Social Care, and work to restore the NHS to the public 
sector.
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Notes

Organisation Exeter CLP

Labour will provide opportunities for local communities to play their part in holding&nbsp;commissioners to account and will expect clinical commissioning groups 
to empower local&nbsp;communities to take a leading role in the scrutiny of their work. If commissioners fail to&nbsp;undertake this step, Labour will abolish 
CCGs.
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I propose to add on line 11 after 'Act created.'Notes

Organisation Stafford CLP

Labour will end the opportunities for private providers within the NHS.
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I propose to add on line 14 after ", and not the market."Notes

Organisation Stafford CLP

Labour will work to end the purchaser/provider spli in the NHS and, until that happens, ensure the NHS is the preferred provider of services.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 14

455

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Tower Hamlets Borough
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Labour should work toward stopping any futher outsourcing in the NHS

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 15

567

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Redcar CLP

after the words...''preferred provider'' add the words
&nbsp;
...of care and that the marketisation of healthcare be reveresed''
&nbsp;
picking up with ... ''-that NHS services etc

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 18

363

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Holborn and St Pancras CLP

Labour's Preferred Providers will be the NHS

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 19

133

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Include the text above in line 19Notes

Organisation Luton North CLP

Delete 'With  the NHS working in partnership...high quality services'.

'As a first step, in the first  Queen's Speech Labour will pass an NHS Reinstatement Bill which should do two  things:
restore the Secretary of State's  duty to secure and provide all reasonable health services throughout  England, for  everyone.
The current shift to a two-tier NHS  is dangerous, unfair and inefficient. It must be reversed, and a comprehensive  health service reinstated.
2. halt the rush to markets by  repealing the key commercialising aspects of the 2012 Act and subsequent  measures. This should include:
scrapping sections 72-80 of the   Act, including Section 75 and associated Regulations (which have become known  as 'NHS Privatisation Regulations')
abolishing Monitor, noting its key  role in enforcing competition in the new 'health care market' and the Francis  report recommendation that there should be only 
one regulator of providers, not  two.
scrapping the duty of autonomy on  different parts of the NHS
repealing the abolition of NHS  Trusts and the requirement for them all to become Foundation  Trusts
stopping Foundation Trusts from  being allowed to withdraw previously mandatory health  services
re-establishing the limitation of  personal health budget direct payments to pilot schemes only, recognising that  schemes to date have shown mixed results.'

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 20

647

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Stalybridge and Hyde CLP
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Proposed amendment: the next Labour government will review existing PFI contracts to prevent excessive profit taking and ensure future contracts provide value 
for money.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 20

337

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Amendment voted on by our GC meetingNotes

Organisation Cities of London and Westminster CLP

"with the NHS working in partnership with other sectors, including the voluntary and third sectors. Labour recognises that there is a role for the third sector and 
independent sector organisations in providing health and care services where there are gaps

"In the first Queen's speech Labour will announce a bill to repeal the Health and Social Care Act 2012 (England) which will remove the focus on competition while 
minimising the disruption and cost of any necessary structural reorganisation. The bill will focus on scrapping sections 72-80 of the act, abolishing both Monitor 
and the requirement for NHS trusts to all become Foundation Trusts. The bill will also set out a responsibility to bring services which have already been 
outsourced back in house upon expiry of the agreements or at an appropriate, earlier opportunity."

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 20

219

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Broxtowe CLP

After the final sentence beginning 'The Third Sector often plays a particularly crucial role .......
Add 'However in order to facilitate accountability and transparency the Third Sector will be subject to the same public scrutiny as organisations in the public sector 
and, therefore, will be open to Freedom of Information Requests.'

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 20

150

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Agreed at the last meeting of the CLPNotes

Organisation Maldon CLP

with the NHS working in partnership with other sectors, including the voluntary and third sectors. Labour recognises that there is a role for the third sector and 
independent sector organisations in providing health and care services where there are gaps 

As a first step, in the first Queen's Speech Labour will pass an NHS Reinstatement Bill.
The bill will restore the Secretary of State's duty to secure and provide all reasonable health services throughout England, for everyone. The current shift to a two-
tier NHS is dangerous, unfair and inefficient. It must be reversed, and a comprehensive health service reinstated.
The bill wil also halt the rush to markets by repealing the key commercialising aspects of the 2012 Act and subsequent measures. Including:

Scrapping sections 72-80 of the  Act, including Section 75 and associated Regulations (which have become known as 'NHS Privatisation Regulations')
Abolishing Monitor, noting its key role in enforcing competition in the new 'health care market' and the Francis report recommendation that there should be only 
one regulator of providers, not two.
Scrapping the duty of autonomy on different parts of the NHS.
Repealing the abolition of NHS Trusts and the requirement for them all to become Foundation Trusts.
Stopping Foundation Trusts from being allowed to withdraw previously mandatory health services re-establishing the limitation of personal health budget direct 
payments to pilot schemes only, recognising that schemes to date have shown mixed results.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 20

1277

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Kingston Upon Hull North CLP
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We recognise the growing problems caused by NHS Trusts having to service mounting Private&nbsp;Finance Initiative debts, which has resulted in forced 
hospital mergers and reduction of services.&nbsp;Labour in Government will rule out further such contracts and renegotiate existing PFI contracts&nbsp;to 
prevent further waste of public funds contributing to private contractor profits that should be&nbsp;spent on patient care.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 25

1303

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Discussed and agreed at CLP meetings and internet discussions.Notes

Organisation Skipton and Ripon CLP

There is a need to exempt the NHS from the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) currently under negotiation between the EU and the USA. 
Labour rejects the concept of applying market principles to the NHS and the routine application of market competition for NHS services. Labour supports the 
principle of making the NHS a preferred provider &ndash; that NHS services should not face the threat of competition and destabilisation &ndash;with the NHS 
working in partnership where appropriate with other sectors, including the voluntary and third sectors. Labour recognises that there is a role for the third sector 
and independent sector organisations in providing health and care services where they have proven expertise that is not available in the NHS, and where there 
are gaps in the delivery of high quality services to meet the needs of local people. The third sector often plays a particularly crucial role in providing services 
through supporting people to live at home, and providing advocacy and rehabilitation services. However, where it is determined that the third or independent 
sector should provide such services,  they should be branded accordingly and not be branded as NHS services. Furthermore there may be a need to renegotiate 
NHS contracts which have already been let with the third or independent sector where these are not in the best interests of local people or in the interests of the 
NHS as a whole, where these impede effective collaboration with other NHS services or where they do not represent good value for money. In ending the system 
of routinely applying market mechanisms to the NHS, we will also give consideration to ways in which GP services can be offered as part of the NHS as an 
alternative option to GPs offering their services as independent contractors.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 25

276

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation North East Derbyshire CLP

We recognise the growing problems caused by NHS Trusts having to service mounting Private&nbsp;Finance Initiative debts, which has resulted in forced 
hospital mergers and reduction of services.&nbsp;Labour in Government will rule out further such contracts and renegotiate existing PFI contracts&nbsp;to 
prevent further waste of public funds contributing to private contractor profits that should be&nbsp;spent on patient care.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 25

1169

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Solihull Meriden CLP

After line 25, insert new paragraph:
We recognise the growing problems caused by NHS Trusts having to service mounting Private Finance Initiative debts, which has resulted in forced hospital 
mergers and reduction of services. Labour in Government will rule out further such contracts and renegotiate existing PFI contracts to prevent further waste of 
public funds contributing to private contractor profits that should be spent on patient care.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 25

974

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation East Devon CLP
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Where there is aneed to outsource we should prioritise working with not-for-profit organisations.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 26

759

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Buckingham CLP

Instead, we need to look at powerful rights for individuals, codified in the NHS Constitution, along with greater opportunities for patients to be involved in 
designing and shaping their own care.

The health service must ensure collective and individual accountability throughout. Care must be delivered with as much participation in shared decision-making 
as the patient wishes at the time. Planning functions must be democratically accountable. We will ensure the engagement of patients and family / carers in the 
care process as co-producers of health outcomes and the provision of good information to patients to enable them to be actively engaged. Values important to 
patients like dignity and respect should be demonstrated in every service provided. This should be informed by widely available and meaningful information about 

 the performance of and outcomes from health care services.Nationally, UK comparative performance in terms of health inputs, care processes and patient 
outcomes (both patient and clinician reported) will be used to ensure the NHS matches the performance of the best European systems. The average length of life 
both attained and forecast at national and sub national levels, the number of life years lost, and the quality of life in key respects (especially for the last decade of 
life) will inform these measures. The Chief Medical Officer will be required to submit an annual report directly to Parliament charting progress in these areas.”

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 30

926

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Bournemouth East and West CLPs

Instead, we need to look at powerful rights for individuals, codiï¬ ed in the NHS Constitution, along with greater opportunities for patients to be involved in 
designing and shaping their own care

The health service must ensure collective and individual accountability throughout. Care must be delivered with as much participation in shared decision-making 
as the patient wishes at the time. Planning functions must be democratically accountable.  We will ensure the engagement of patients and family / carers in the 
care process as co-producers of health outcomes and the provision of good information to patients to enable them to be actively engaged. Values important to 
patients like dignity and respect should be demonstrated in every service provided.  This should be informed by widely available and meaningful information about 
the performance of and outcomes from health care services.Nationally, UK comparative performance in terms of health inputs, care processes and patient 
outcomes (both patient and clinician reported) will be used to ensure the NHS matches the performance of the best European systems. The average length of life 
both attained and forecast at national and sub national levels, the number of life years lost, and the quality of life in key respects (especially for the last decade of 
life) will inform these measures. The Chief Medical Officer (England) will be required to submit an annual report directly to Parliament charting progress in these 
areas.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 30

91

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Socialist Health Association

community

communities they serve.&nbsp; NHS commissioning will be given to Health and Wellbeing Boards with oversight, increased remit and final say over all new 
bodies created by the H&amp;SC Act 2012 eg CCG, CSS, CSU, CQC and Monitor.&nbsp; All reports such as the Oldham and Dilnot reports should be fully 
scrutinised by boards before implementation.&nbsp; Private companies shall not be permitted to use the NHS logo.&nbsp; However all NHS services will use the 
NHS England logo from documentation to signage, in order to promote the NHS as an integrated public service.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 35

231

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Chesterfield CLP
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We will strengthen Health and Wellbeing Boards "giving them the power and responsibility to commission all locally delivered health and social care services", 
enabling health and social care to be fully integrated at a local level according to the needs of individuals and the community.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

4 35

277

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation North East Derbyshire CLP

with much greater emphasis on preventative measures.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

5 15

774

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

(insert at end of sentence ending 'person care.'Notes

Organisation Fareham CLP

This is about re-shaping the way care is delivered within communities, not another top-down structural reorganisation.

One aspect of integration of care is the integration of computerised patient records.  One reason for having to repeat one's medical history again and again to a 
succession of health professionals is that there is no central accessible record of it.  Despite previous catastrophic attempts to create such a database, it is 
important that a Labour government should make another attempt at building such a system.  Doing this without the need to ensure that some private company 
can make a big profit out of it might improve the chances of success.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

5 26

599

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Lancaster and Fleetwood CLP

The best approach would involve consultation between grass-roots social workers and health care workers leading to a memorandum of understanding between 
the NHS and Social Services, with shared goals and targets.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

5 28

734

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Bracknell CLP's All Members meeting noted that much work has already been done by practicing academics in the area of collaboration between the NHS and 
Social Services, and use should be made of this work. Boundaries should be co-terminous, and where this

Notes

Organisation Bracknell CLP

in the home ...&nbsp;and other appropriate community hospitals and clinics

Remove words

Add words

Subject

5 36

183

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation South East Cambridgeshire CLP
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and

and recognise that support can be non-medical.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

5 42

653

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

after 'intervention' delete the full stop and add the amendment
This amendment came from a meeting for members and registered supporters and to which neighbouring CLPs were invited and attended. Ann Black lead the 
meeting and a North West MEP candidate a

Notes

Organisation Westmorland and Lonsdale CLP

,who should be an accountable medical practitioner with sufficient authority, responsible

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 3

1015

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

This should follow the word 'contact' in line 3 Notes

Organisation North Dorset CLP

As well as integration across services, Labour will promote better integration within services, including communication between different consultants, GPs and 
other professionals treating patients with complex or multiple health conditions, and co-ordination of hospital treatment with aftercare.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 3

868

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Insert at end of paragraph "... an individual's care needs."
 
Agreed in discussion at all-member meeting of the Oxford & District Labour Party (Oxford East CLP and Oxford West & Abingdon CLP) on Friday 11 April 2014.

Notes

Organisation Oxford East CLP

after the words ...''commissioning and planning care.''
&nbsp;
add the following
&nbsp;
Integrated care should also involve joint decision-making between clinicians and patients with, where appropriate, agreed measures for whole-person care.''
&nbsp;
picking up with...
&nbsp;
''This would be achieved etc.''

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 10

364

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Holborn and St Pancras CLP
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"This could be achieved" to the end of sentence. 

Over time it has become aparent that excellent care in hospital is not always carried through when a patient goes home as hospitals, primary care and aftercare 
are not always&nbsp; co-ordinated as well as would be expected.&nbsp;
&nbsp;
Labour will undertake a thorough re-evaluation of the interface between health and social care, with a view to making this a complete and joined-up service for 
patients and carers. Inevitably, this will mean the merging health and social care, so a fundamental restructuring will need to take place to remove the artificial 
&ndash; and harmful &ndash; division of care between acute, primary and community care.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 10

1088

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

There is a need to merge health and social services.
 
 

Notes

Organisation Aberconwy CLP

The present Government has underfunded Hospitals, GP services and social care services alike. Labour therefore recognises that, if a decent whole-person care 
service is to be provided, a Labour Government will need to significantly increase real-terms funding in each of these 3 vital areas.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 12

138

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Luton South CLP

' e.g. To reduce the excessive impact  that the  drive for  private sector profits  has on our essential  services  we will create a non-profit pharmaceutical  company 
supplying direct to the NHS and competing in the world markets .'

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 24

808

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Page 6 at the end of line 24 add textNotes

Organisation Horsham CLP
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Under the current government, Accident &amp; Emergency Services and Maternity Units have closed across the country. This must stop and where appropriate 
be reversed. Communities should be able to identify critical services which must remain local where "time is of the essence" and the loss of service would impact 
on the health providers to meet the "golden hour" requirements. Acute stroke provision is an example of this. District Hospitals play a vital role serving a wider 
rural community where poor road and transport infrastructures affect the speed at which emergency vehicles can travel and affect the ability of patients to access 
emergency healthcare themselves. Labour will reverse the strategy of reducing District Hospitals and centralising acute services in cities which ignored the needs 
of market town and rural communities, and put patients at risk.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 33

255

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Grantham and Stamford CLP

(None)

A Labour Goverment would give people entitlement to access to NHS dentists.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 41

600

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Lancaster and Fleetwood CLP

After 'free at the point of need and  fit for the 21st century', delete 'and', and insert - 'publicly provided, and  adequately funded through progressive taxation, as 
the proven most efficient and  fairest means of funding health services'.
Page 6 Line 

Delete 'Repealing the Act will...'  to 'conflicts of interest the Act created' and  insert:
'Labour will halt NHS privatisation,  and reverse it where it has gone too far already. Labour will take all steps in  its power to ensure England has a 
comprehensive NHS  provided on the basis of social solidarity, not one run for private  profit.
Labour will review and remove any  legal or other barriers which may restrict our collective right to a publicly  owned, publicly accountable, publicly provided 
comprehensive NHS, including  direct barriers and those which expose the NHS to international competition and  trade laws and treaties.
The 2012 Act abolished the Secretary  of State's duty to provide and secure a comprehensive health service across  England. This has enabled a shift towards a 
two-tier  NHS, which looks much like a state-subsidised insurance-based model. Combined  with funding cuts and wastefully expensive commercialisation, this is 
rapidly  moving us to a system where only those living in richer areas, or who can pay  extra, will get comprehensive care (such as face to face access to GPs 
and  hospital beds) and where the rest of us will increasingly have to make do with  only 'core' services (like A&amp;E).'

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 41

648

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Delete 'With the NHS working in  partnership...high quality services'.  Insert:
'As a first step, in the first  Queen's Speech Labour will pass an NHS Reinstatement Bill which should do two  things:
restore the Secretary of State's  duty to secure and p

Notes

Organisation Stalybridge and Hyde CLP

Labour will introduce national standards for nutritious food for hospital patients.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 42

1016

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

This sentence to be an extra paragraph at the end of the section 'Making hospitals and services work for patients'.Notes

Organisation North Dorset CLP
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In 2003 the previous Labour government established Foundation Trust Hospitals in England with the aim of making hospital services more accountable to local 
communities by giving Trust members a real say over their running.  Ten years on the consensus is that, whilst more than 2 million people are members of 
Foundation Trusts, the model has not achieved its full potential and there is a need to re-awaken the original ambition behind it.  One Nation Labour believes in 
more 'people-powered' public services and so a future Labour Government will consider ways of strengthening the role of members within Foundation Trusts and 
work to better engage and involve NHS staff in Trust membership.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 42

100

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation The Co-operative Party

These sweeping powers &ndash; enshrined within Clause 118 ofthe Care Bill &ndash; remove checks and balances designed to ensure that changes are in the 
interests of the communities affected and undermine local democracy and public participation.
We will also initiate a review of all hospital service reconfigurations which have either already been proposed, or which are underway, at the time of the General 
Election. The aim of the review will be to ensure that any changes to hospital services aregenuinely driven by clinical reasons and the needs of the local 
population and are founded upon a strong and transparent evidence base and the primacy of public voice.  Our review will include acritical evaluation of the 
consultation exercises for hospital service reconfigurations  and where concerns are identified regardingthe failure of local commissioners to engage sufficiently 
with and listen to the views of local communities, local health bodies will be required to reengage with the public.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 42

1214

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Please add the above wording as two new paragraphs after line 42.
The time for considering our amendments was restricted as we were in the middle of a selection process. This amendment has been agreed with our PPC and 
was based on input from the person i

Notes

Organisation Batley and Spen CLP

Labour will ensure that the organisation or reorganisation of health care services (including but not limited to, any change of provider) be founded upon a solid 
and transparent evidence base and subject to full debate. In particular, whilst care in the community may desirable for some patients, this should not be seen as 
an excuse to cut or privatise. The research evidence for moving a lot of services into the community is weak and health service planners should not present all 
service reorganisations as improving care when they do not. In particular, there is a danger in reducing the number of hospital beds given that hospital beds in 
England are already lower per head of population than in many other developed countries.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

6 42

1278

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Kingston Upon Hull North CLP

Labour will re-instate these services.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 8

1017

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

A new sentence to be added after 'NHS Direct.'Notes

Organisation North Dorset CLP
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Labour will end GP Fundholding to ensure patients are referred to Clinicians for tests and analysis, to ensure present GP budget imperatives to treat patients 
within the practice as a way of reducing direct costs is abandoned, and speedy diagnosis and treatment by specialists in the field fully reinstated.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 9

134

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Add this text at the end of line 9Notes

Organisation Luton North CLP

Proposed amendment: the next Labour government will ensure universal access to NHS doctors and dentists.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 10

338

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Amendment voted on by our GC meetingNotes

Organisation Cities of London and Westminster CLP

Labour is commited to increasing funding for high quality, easily accessible primary care with funding allocation based on need including deprivation as people 
living in poverty require greater resources.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 15

456

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Tower Hamlets Borough

DENTAL SERVICES:
Labour believes access to quality dental services should never be dependent on financial status. Labour will work with the dental profession to provide free at the 
point of use NHS dental treatment for all. Where local dental practices do not support NHS access for all or provide a two tiered system then Labour will set up 
local NHS dental trusts to provide the service.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 19

621

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Preston CLP

Fourth line after the words 'front line in the fight against cancer' add 'and will ensure that patients are seen by a consultant within two weeks of diagnosis.'

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 20

151

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

The changes were discussed at a recent CLP meetingNotes

Organisation Maldon CLP
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, and to make the UK the world leader in the prevention, early diagnosis and treatment of cancers across all age groups.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 25

622

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Preston CLP

Without investment in medical and clinical research, health outcomes will stagnate. Labour is committed to working in an integrated global context to drive 
research and advancement to better treat and cure conditions and diseases.

Medical and clinical research and development is vital to improving healthcare outcomes and should be an integral part of the NHS mission.  Without investment 
in R&amp;D, health outcomes will stagnate. In order to prevent cost conflict with clinical care, Department of Health funding for research will be ring-fenced with 
strict rules on its use to ensure effective and sustained activity. Overall R&amp;D funding also needs to be reviewed as Labour is committed to working in an 
integrated global context to drive research and advancement for better treatment and cures of conditions and diseases.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 26

72

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Scientists for Labour

and to bring forward arrangements to speed up clinical trials

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 28

654

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

delete full stop after 'diseases' and add the amendment
This amendment came from a meeting for members and registered supporters and to which neighbouring CLPs were invited and attended. Ann Black lead the 
meeting and a North West MEP candidate also atte

Notes

Organisation Westmorland and Lonsdale CLP

whilst recognising and supporting Britain's role as a leader in life sciences research and development.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 28

614

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Macclesfield CLP

Add Labour is also committed to developing robust quality improvement programmes that are well resourced and involve both clinicians and patients as an 
alternative relying on market forces to improve standards

Remove words

Add words

Subject

7 29

1035

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation North Somerset CLP
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The accountability of local services and democratic engagement within the local NHS will be strengthened by extending the powers of Healthwatch to enable it to 
compel personnel from any local health and social care organisation to answer questions about performance, public and patient involvement and proposed 
service changes. Local Healthwatch organisations must have the power and robustness to scrutinise and challenge NHS bodies, providers and Health 
andWellbeing Boards.
Local democracy in health will also be strengthened through reducing the scope of the 'exempted information' which public and private organisations are not 
required to give to the Overview and Scrutiny Committees of Local Authorities. This would include information which could be defined as 'commercially 
confidential' or 'commercially sensitive' &ndash; for example the value and terms of contracts toprovide services.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

8 5

1216

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Please add as two new paragraphs after line 5. We had limited time to consider our amendments as we were in the middle of a selection. These changes have 
been agreed with our PPC, and include input from the person in Mike Wood MP's office who is responsib

Notes

Organisation Batley and Spen CLP

The accountability of local services and democratic engagement within the local NHS will be strengthened by extending the powers of Healthwatch to enable it to 
compel personnel from any local health and social care organisation to answer questions about performance, public and patient involvement and proposed 
service changes. Local Healthwatch organisations must have the power and robustness to scrutinise and challenge NHS bodies, providers and Health 
andWellbeing Boards.
Local democracy in health will also be strengthened through reducing the scope of the 'exempted information' which public and private organisations are not 
required to give to the Overview and Scrutiny Committees of Local Authorities. This would include information which could be defined as 'commercially 
confidential' or 'commercially sensitive' &ndash; for example the value and terms of contracts toprovide services.

Remove words

Add words

Subject

8 5

1215

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Please add as two new paragraphs after line 5. We had limited time to consider our amendments as we were in the middle of a selection. These changes have 
been agreed with our PPC, and include input from the person in Mike Wood MP's office who is responsib

Notes

Organisation Batley and Spen CLP

&nbsp;After "NHS Direct..." add "Labour would reverse these actions."

Remove words

Add words

Subject

8 8

950

Page and Line Numb

Submission Reference

Notes

Organisation Central Devon CLP

After second paragraph add: “Labour believes that it is time to accept that social care should be placed on the same basis as health care; cover for all, 
contributed to by all and free at the point of need. The case for all care being free is the same as the original case for free health care. Labour will work towards 

  delivering on the aspiration of free care building on the Care Bill provisions which extend social free care to some.Policies which take away the independence 
 of disabled people and cause deteriorating health as a consequence are costly and cruel. Anincoming of Labour Government will not implement the current 

Government’s proposals to end the Independent Living Fund (ILF) in June 2015 and will instead initiate a full review of disabled people’s independent living. As 
part of that review Labour will look to use National and local government purchasing power to drive down prices of disability related equipment and services, 

  including insurance. Labourwill also look at ways of reducing the cost of social care for disabled people and their local authorities without reducing thequality of 
services delivered.” 
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In Section entitled &ndash; The future of social care.
After second paragraph add:-
"Labour believes that it is time to accept that social care should be placed on the same basis as health care; cover for all, contributed to by all and free at the 
point of need. The case for all care being free is the same as the original case for free health care. Labour will work towards delivering on the aspiration of free 
care, building on the Care Bill provisions, which extend social free care to some.
Policies which take away the independence of the disabled and cause deteriorating health as a consequence are costly and cruel. An incoming Labour 
Government will not implement the current Government's proposals to end the Independent Living Fund (ILF) in June 2015 and will instead initiate a full review of 
disabled people's independent living. As part of that review Labour will look to use National and local government purchasing power to drive down prices of 
disability related equipment and services, including insurance. Labour will also look at ways of reducing the cost of social care for disabled people and their local 
authorities without reducing the quality of services delivered."
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Add words
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This amendment was agreed by one of the three policy forums for Labour Party disabled members organised by the Labour Party Disabled Members Group, 
which took place in Manchester, London and Newcastle. The amendments were then confirmed by the Labour Part

Notes

Organisation Labour Party Disabled Members Group

After 2nd paragraph add :-&nbsp; "Labour believes that it is time to accept that social care should be placed on the same basis as health care; cover for all, 
contributed to by all and free at the point of need. The case for all care being free is the same as the original case for free health care. Labour will work towards 
delivering on the aspiration of free care building on the care bill provisions which extend social free care to some "
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Add words
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Notes

Organisation Mid Norfolk CLP

Policies which take away the independence of the disabled and cause deteriorating health as a consequence are costly and cruel. An incoming of Labour 
Government will not implement the current Government's proposals to end the Independent Living Fund (ILF) in June 2015 and will instead initiate a full review of 
disabled people's independent living. As part of that review Labour will look to use National and local government purchasing power to drive down prices of 
disability related equipment and services, including insurance. Labour will also look at ways of reducing the cost of social care for disabled people and their local 
authorities without reducing the quality of services delivered." (197 words)
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Labour believes that it is time to accept that social care should be placed on the same basis as health care; cover for all, contributed to by all and free at the point 
of need. The case for all care being free is the same as the original case for free health care.   Labour will work towards delivering on the aspiration of free care 
building on the Care Bill provisions which extend social free care to some.Policies which take away the independence of the disabled and cause deteriorating 
health as a consequence are costly and cruel.  An incoming of Labour Government will not implement the current Government's proposals to end the 
Independent Living Fund (ILF) in June 2015 and will instead initiate a full review of disabled people's independent living. As part of that review Labour will look to 
use National and local government purchasing power to drive down prices of disability related equipment and services, including insurance. Labour will also look 
at ways of reducing the cost of social care for disabled people and their local authorities without reducing the quality of services delivered.
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Notes

Organisation Socialist Health Association

Greater localism of services should be a priority for future developments of the NHS. The transfer of Public Health responsibilities to Local Authorities has shown 
that this can have a beneficial impact, helping to deal with local priorities and local problems. There should however be an over reaching framework to ensure that 
issues of post code lotteries do not dominate.
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Extra paragraghNotes

Organisation Nottingham South CLP

Beyond this, Labour is seeking to develop a broad consensus on the funding of social care.

No-one should have to worry about the costs of care - have to worry about selling their home or use their life savings to pay for care. So as well as integrating 
health and social care, the next Labour government will offer everyone free social care for life, regardless of savings or property, so we end the worries people 
have as they have to sell their homes and spend savings paying for care - and worrying what will happen when the money runs out. No-one will pay a penny while 
they live. The care will be paid for through a change in the current inheritance tax to allow people to keep 80% of their estate, with the balance used to pay for 
social care.
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Notes

Organisation New Forest West CLP

Beyond this Labour is seeking to develop a broad consensus on the funding of social care "and will bring forward specific proposals on this, early in Labour's first 
term in Government. This will include consideration of the degree to which Adult Social Care should become a Local Government statutory duty."
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Beyond this, Labour is seeking to develop a broad consensus on the funding of social care.

The new Care Act introduces a duty to promote well-being. That is welcomed, but insufficient - a fair society must declare the standard of well-being  to which that 
promotion aspires. Without it, there is a high risk of minimalism. The standard must become the context for understanding the real needs of individuals. The new 
national minimum eligibility are a floor below which no-one will fall. But the extent to which people are able to meet needs above the floor will depend on the level 
of available resource.  It may not be possible to increase that level in the foreseeable future.  However, in the short term this will allow honesty with older and 
disabled people about their needs in a way the current system denies, and support greater equity of resource allocation. It will also generate real knowledge about 
the funding gap.  This is an essential first step to agreeing a new consensus on funding.
Labour will work with key interests to agree the standard of well-being that society should aspire to for older and disabled people. The United Nations approach to 
the standard of life that disabled people should expect from member nations provides a benchmark.
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A policy forum event was held in 2013 and amendments were developed in consultation with the Parliamentary Candidate Daniel Zeichner and approved by the 
Executive Committee of Cambridge CLP.

Notes

Organisation Cambridge CLP

This should bebased on a progressive tax-based system, with contributions based on ability topay rather than care needs.
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Notes

Organisation Hackney North and Stoke Newington CL

The new Care Act introduces a duty to promote well-being. That is welcomed, but in itself is not enough. A decent and fair society must declare the standard of 
well-being to which that promotion aspires. Without it, there is a high risk of minimalism, given a mind-set that has pervaded delivery of social care for many 
years. The standard must become the context for understanding the real needs of individuals. The new national minimum eligibility criteria are just that &ndash; a 
floor below which no-one will fall. But the extent to which people are able to meet needs above the floor will depend on the level of available resource.  It may not 
be possible to increase that level in the foreseeable future.  However, in the short term this approach will allow honesty with older and disabled people about their 
needs in a way the current system denies, and support greater equity of resource allocation. It will also generate real knowledge about the funding gap.  This is 
an essential first step to agreeing with society a new consensus on funding.Labour will work with key interests to agree the standard of well-being for older and 
disabled people society should aspire to. The United Nations approach to the standard of life disabled people should expect member nations to make possible for 
them provides a benchmark.
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Organisation Harlow CLP

Labour believes that the privatisation of Health and Social Care is more costly and less effective.
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Add this text at the beginning of line 44Notes

Organisation Luton North CLP
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When a vulnerable person with no close family or friends is admitted to hospital an advocate will be appointed to monitor their care.
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Notes

Organisation Devizes CLP

“ and in respect for diversity. We will ensure that a strong, independent and robust inspection regime specifically addresses dignity and tackles discrimination in 
social care settings. We will extend the Public Sector Equality Duty to private care homes to ensure all organisations working with vulnerable adults have a duty to 
consider minority groups specific needs”. 
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OfflineNotes

Organisation LGBT Labour

Add after healthier lives - &nbsp; Access to lifelong learning has a contribution to make to the health of those who have retired.
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When encouraging education and training across all sectors during the introduction of Sure Start, that setting the cost low with content that was of particular 
interest, encouraged greater participation.    We made a profit, which was not intentional, but

Notes

Organisation The Wrekin CLP

In order to achieve the above A Labour Government would introduce a National Care Service (NCS) to compliment the National Health Service.  This NCS will be 
properly resourced and publically owned.  It will be staffed by highly skilled and well paid workers with a system of national minimum standards.&nbsp;Future 
consideration will be given to the merger of the NHS and NCS to form a National Care and Health Service.
&nbsp;
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Given the conflicting public demands for high standards of health and social care and low taxes, governments are entitled to take a strong interventionist 
approach in promoting healthy living which could save the NHS huge amounts of expenditure and increase the quality of life. A Labour Government would 
promote further anti-smoking initiatives and take tougher measures against excessive alcohol consumption including plain packaging for tobacco and minimum 
unit prices for both. Labour would require all schools to serve healthy meals, encourage appropriate physical  activities and legislate to prevent corporations from 
using excessive sugar and salt in the production of their food and beverages.   Food fraud is a significant threat to public health and consequently Labour would 
strengthen the Food Standards Agency and bring together government, industry, regulators and consumers to improve measures to tackle the complex issue of 
food adulteration. Since air pollution especially in urban areas is estimated to cause 29,000 premature deaths every year, a Labour Government will introduce 
tougher rules on air pollution by motor vehicles and lorries which would accompany a greener and cleaner transport policy.
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Notes

Organisation Orpington CLP

The Food Industry is particularly strong in it's lobbying of Government at National &amp; European Level to protect it's interests. These interests have a 
significant negative impact on the health of citizens and consequently create demands on the Health Service. The growth of chronic illness such as Type 2 
Diabetes serves to illustrate this point.. The use of Taxation to on fats, salt &amp; sugar would help to address these problems and the resulting revenues raised 
should be directed at local authority health spending.
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New paragraphNotes

Organisation Nottingham South CLP

(Add two new paragraphs)

The Marmot Review proposed a minimum income for healthy living so that everyone &ndash; whether they are in work or on welfare &ndash; would receive 
enough money, vouchers and support to ensure a healthy lifestyle. This was the only recommendation of the Marmot Review that the current Govenrment has not 
endorsed.
Research has shown that the value of out-of-work benefits paid to the unemployed can be important factors in whether unemployment leads to an increased risk 
of ill health. This means that there is a need to improve the value and accessibility of benefits from a health perspective. This has led to calls for a minimum 
income for healthy living (MIHL) which will ensure that there is a right to a certain standard of living for those on benefits. A Labour Government will examine how 
to implement the MIHL.
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Organisation City of Durham CLP

Local authorities should commit to making urban areas Low Emission Zones (LEZ) with clear timetables of action to eliminate air pollution including the 
commissioning of transport options and provision of information to enable people to be able to choose to use low or zero emissions transport as much as 
possible. The local authorities' public health duties should include measurements of respiratory health in order to demonstrate the impact of LEZ on health.
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Page 10 line 15 insert 'We will make healthy choices easier by ensuring that the financial incentives and taxation system supports affordable healthy products 
such as fresh fruit and vegetables while making unhealthy products high in fat, salt and sugar better regulated and relatively more expensive.We will remove the 
VAT exemption from sugar, which has little nutritional value.  We will ensure that the quantity of sugar, salt and fat in manufactured food is easily apparent to 
customers wherever it is sold. We will ban the use of trans fats in food products (as done in Denmark) &ndash; and push for the ban to be extended throughout 
the EU.
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From Witham CLPNotes

Organisation Witham CLP

We will make healthy choices easier by ensuring that the financial incentives and taxation system supports affordable healthy products such as fresh fruit and 
vegetables while making unhealthy products high in fat, salt and sugar better regulated and relatively more expensive.We will remove the VAT exemption from 
sugar, which has little nutritional value.  We will ensure that the quantity of sugar, salt and fat in manufactured food is easily apparent to customers wherever it is 
sold. We will ban the use of trans fats in food products (as done in Denmark) &ndash; and push for the ban to be extended throughout the EU.We will introduce 
minimum unit pricing and encourage lower alcohol products.  We will reduce the hours during which supermarkets are permitted to sell alcohol and make it more 
difficult to buy dangerous quantities of alcohol following the successful example of reducing damage caused by paracetamol poisoning. We will progressively 
raise the age below which it is unlawful to supply tobacco to young people.  We will bring forward proposals to reform the law on misuse of drugs to balance the 
penalties against the harm done by different drugs including alcohol and tobacco.
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Notes

Organisation Socialist Health Association

We will make healthy choices easier by ensuring that the financial incentives and taxation system supports affordable healthy products such as fresh fruit and 
vegetables while making unhealthy products high in fat, salt and sugar better regulated and relatively more expensive. We will remove the VAT exemption from 
sugar, which has no nutritional value. We will ensure that the quantity of sugar, salt and fat in manufactured food is easily apparent to customers wherever it is 
sold. We will ban the use of trans fats in food products (as done in Denmark) – and push for the ban to be extended throughout the EU.We will introduce 
minimum unit pricing and encourage lower alcohol products. We will reduce the hours during which supermarkets are permitted to sell alcohol and make it more 
difficult to buy dangerous quantities of alcohol following the successful example of reducing damage caused by paracetamol poisoning. We will progressively 
raise the age below which it is unlawful to supply tobacco to young people. We will bring forward proposals to reform the law on misuse of drugs to balance the 
penalties against the harm done by different drugs including alcohol and tobacco.
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It is important that food manufacturers make their contribution to improving people's health. To achieve this Labour will do whatever is necessary, including 
regulations such as legal limits on sugar, fat and salt in foods.
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This would be at the end of the first paragraph of the section 'Taking care of your health.'Notes

Organisation North Dorset CLP
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We are also looking at what additional steps, including possible regulations such as legal limits on sugar, fat and salt in foods, would be beneï¬ cial.

We will introduce legal limits on sugar, fat and salt.
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Notes

Organisation Keighley CLP

Labour will make Local Government responsible for working with health professionals, local businesses and private and public service employers. In particular, 
the next Labour Government will give Local Government the power to re-establish the Sure Start programme working in partnership with schools, health, 
voluntary and community groups.
Pooled resources will also be used to maximise use of playing fields, parks, swimming and sports facilities and to promote safety for children, cyclists, 
pedestrians, wheel chair users and older people.
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Add after line 33.
Amendments were discussed at two policy review meetings held by Malvern Hills Branch to which all members were invited, and one public meeting hosted by 
the same branch. The meetings were held were:
· The Security Implications of Dron

Notes

Organisation West Worcestershire CLP

We will take action to improve the sexual health of the nation and reduce HIV transmission, late diagnosis and rates of undiagnosed HIV. Redoubling focussed 
health promotion activities; we will also radically reform commissioning to ensure better integration of sexual health and HIV services. To better protect gay and 
bisexual men from the risks of the Human Papillomavirus, we will give access to HPV vaccines for boys and young men. We will ensure support for people living 
with HIV to lead fulfilling lives, with access to treatment to all who need it. 
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OfflineNotes

Organisation LGBT Labour

Page 10 Line 35.  After the sentence ending "cope with the rise in demand." add the following new paragraph.  "The Labour Party recognises that alcohol abuse 
is a significant contributing factor to social policy and will identify evidence based policies in relation to: pricing, availability and marketing of alcohol and reform 
EU and UK law, (so far as required) in this regard."
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Page 10 Line 35.  After the sentence ending "cope with the rise in demand." add the following new paragraph.  "The Labour Party recognises that alcohol abuse 
is a significant contributing factor to social policy and will identify evidence based policies i

Notes

Organisation Glasgow Kelvin CLP
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Labour should ensure mental health patients have equal treatment and resources as patients with 'physical illness' and not be treated as 2nd clsss by the NHS
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Notes

Organisation Redcar CLP

Britain’s mental health is at its worst since 1997 with increasing morbidity and a worsening suicide rate, because of recession and savage cuts to public services 
which disproportionately affect the most vulnerable. A clear focus on enhanced well- being and the promotion of mental health within schools, workplaces and 

 general hospitals is needed to reduce the economic and social burden of mental ill health. Labour will instructthe Care Quality Commission to make sure that all 
 providers of mental health and social care services comply with the Equalities Act meetingthe access needs of disabled people and the cultural needs of the 

 BAME community. In addition, Labour will demand that all relevantauthorities play an active part in improving the integration between physical and mental 
 health services and deploy community developmentresources with the clear objective of strengthening the community and voluntary sector to deliver on our 

 aspiration for better mental healthand spiritual well-being for all local populations.
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add" Britains mental health is at&nbsp; its worst since 1997 with increasing morbidity and a worsening suicide rate, because of recession and savage cuts to 
public services which disproportionately affect the most vulnerable. A clear focus on enhanced well- being and the promotion of mental health within schools, 
workplaces and general hospitals is needed to reduce the economic and social burden of mental ill health. Labour will instruct the Care Quality Commission to 
make sure that all providers of mental health and social care services comply with the Equalities Act meeting the access needs of disabled people and the 
cultural needs of the BAME community. In addition, Labour will demand that all relevant authorities play an active part in improving the integration between 
physical and mental health services and deploy community development resources with the clear objective of strengthening the community and voluntary sector 
to deliver on our aspiration for better mental health and spiritual well-being for all local populations."
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Notes

Organisation Mid Norfolk CLP

Labour is commited to improving and expanding community-based support for children with mental health problems to prevent unncessary hospital admission.
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Organisation Tower Hamlets Borough
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Mental Health must take a more prominent role within the NHS, it's current peripheral role to core services does not meet the needs of citizens.
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New sentence at start of paragraphNotes

Organisation Nottingham South CLP

' The needs of  children with mental ill health are currently poorly addressed, with limited services provided. A future Labour Government will ensure that o this 
area of child health care will be properly resourced and that children needing mental health care will have their needs prioritised at the same level as those 
suffering from physical conditions. '
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Page 10 After line 49 add text :Notes

Organisation Horsham CLP

Improved facilities for addiction services
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Organisation Gower CLP

Patients of Mental Health Services should not be asked to wait too long nor travel too far as is the current case. Services should be accessible within defined 
CCG/Local Authority areas, monitored by waiting time targets, run by Mental Health NHS Trusts and not by third/private sector players. ÿAll Local Authorities? 
Joint Strategic Needs Assessments and Health & Wellbeing Boards should be informed by Public Health led Mental Health and Wellbeing Strategies ensuring 
preventive as well as curative services and interventions.
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Notes

Organisation Sunderland Central CLP

Breaking the mental health taboo
Far too many people still feel they have to pretend they have something else wrong with the, when they are struggling with a mental health problem like 
depression.

Reducing Mental Health Stigma and Discrimination
It is completely wrong that people still feel they have to pretend they have something else wrong with them, when they are struggling with a mental health problem 
like depression, and the stigma associated with it.
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This amendment includes changing the title of the section.Notes

Organisation Leeds West CLP
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Therapists and counsellors are currently completely unregulated, meaning that anyone can practice therapy or counselling with no qualifications, experience or 
oversight. Unsafe practices, such as so-called “treatment” attempts to “cure”, “convert” or “correct” LGBT people of their sexuality or general identity, remain 
available. Labour will build on the work of Geraint Davies MPs Counsellors and Psychotherapists (Regulation) Bill, to ensure strong statutory regulation of 
counsellors and therapists as the only way to prevent so-called “conversion therapy”.
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OfflineNotes

Organisation LGBT Labour

Add at end. "To that end Labour will seek a holistic approach that connects, public health, whole person care, mental health through a range of 'cradle to grave' 
nationally defined but locally commissioned and delivered relational advice and support services that assist through early intervention with personal and wider 
community resilience building on good examples of this such as Newham's Community Resilience Programme"
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OfflineNotes

Organisation Sutton and Cheam CLP

Labour recognises the link between unemployment and mental illnesses especially depression. We will commit to providing fast-track access to appropriate 
mental health services and wellness sessions.
Labour also recognises the need to focus on disability and mental health as part of a whole person wellness strategy.  As such they commit to a review of existing 
services such as adult Aspergers Centres to see how these model approaches can be adapted as a template for other areas of mental health and disability
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Agreed at Gedling CLP G.C meeting 08/05/14Notes

Organisation Gedling CLP

Labour also supports the better regulation of health and care support workers.

Labour will strengthen the regulation of private care agencies and health and care providers and establish a national system of accreditation and regulation of 
health care assistants and care workers, whether working in residential settings or providing care in people's own homes.
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Expands existing text.
 
Agreed in discussion at all-member meeting of the Oxford & District Labour Party (Oxford East CLP and Oxford West & Abingdon CLP) on Friday 11 April 2014.

Notes

Organisation Oxford West and Abingdon CLP
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This is something which Labour will strive to put right, includingby tackling the abuse of zero hours contracts.

This is something which Labour will strive to put right by bringing Social Care back into Local Government control; by providing adequate resources funded by 
higher National Insurance contributions ringfenced for this purpose and by offering care workers better pay and conditions in the public sector.&nbsp;
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This CLP believes that a radical change is required if the exploitation of care workers is to be stopped. Private companies offer low pay, zero hours contracts and 
poor working conditions. We rely on these workers for the most basic and essential services

Notes

Organisation City of Durham CLP

Add at end: and by ensuring that all care workers are paid a Living Wage and that their contracts allow adequate time to develop real caring relationships with the 
people they care for. 
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OfflineNotes

Organisation Hackney North and Stoke Newington CL

All social workers should receive a living wage.
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To added to end on line 40.
 
Amendment agreed at GC meeting

Notes

Organisation North East Cambridgeshire CLP

Labour will
&nbsp;
* Repeal the Health and Social Care Act 2012 (England).
* Integrate health and social care services.
*  Stop all further privatisation of health and social care services and  work towards bringing those aready privatised back into public  ownership. We must ensure 
the NHS is fully exempt  from the EU/US Free Trade Agreement (TTIP).
* Enter into no  further PFI agreements and consider how we may reduce the crippling  debts currenty being incurred as a result of the exorbitantly high  interest 
rates on existing PFI projects.
* Better regulate social  care homes and stop exploitation of care workers by implementing the  recommendations in the Kingsmill Review.*
* Strengthen Health and Wellbeing Boards.
* Strengthen the role for HealthWatch.
* Ringfence National Insurance in order to finance the NHS, Old Age Pensions etc.effectively.
* Remove the upper limits of paying NI contributions for high earners.
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Notes

Organisation Central Devon CLP
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At end of document add a final section, with the heading "Labour's Pledges" or similar:
&nbsp;
Labour will
&nbsp;
* Repeal the Health and Social Care Act 2012 (England).
* Integrate health and social care services.
*  Stop all further privatisation of health and social care services and  work towards bringing those aready privatised back into public  ownership.   This will mean 
that we must ensure the NHS is fully exempt  from the EU/US Free Trade Agreement (TTIP).
* Enter into no  further PFI agreements and consider how we may reduce the crippling  debts currenty being incurred as a result of the exorbitantly high  interest 
rates on existing PFI projects.
* Better regulate social  care homes and stop exploitation of care workers by implementing the  recommendations in the Kingsmill Review.*
* Strengthen Health and Wellbeing Boards.
* Strengthen the role for HealthWatch.
* Ringfence National Insurance in order to finance the NHS, Old Age Pensions etc.effectively.
* Remove the upper limits of paying NI contributions for high earners.
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Organisation Central Devon CLP
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